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I don't really need anything more than what I've got already, but you never know what you'll find on the first page. If I find something that looks good I'll definitely share. I was also thinking about the likes of Iceman or the new water elementals from the D&D Next stuff. The newest 5th edition stuff has Wraiths, a type of Genasi (wild and shapeshifter type, like druid or ranger), and the Serpentfolk
which are a form of vampirism. I've got the off-brand version of the Iceman minis which, though not exactly done up by the company, look fairly awesome. The only downside is the models are usually a bit stiff and not great for aquatic play. They have a barbarian looking guy with a whip and a caveman with a club. They are a fine looking product, but are considered by the manufacturer to be a
promotional item and usually cost a lot less than the regular offerings. I'm not sure about the likelihood of any copies of the "classic" Water Elementals, but they look cool. I was wondering about the possibility of the Iceman minis being a relic of the "original" pre-curse OOP version of the "Iceman" model. I'm not sure if this company is still in business or still making these pieces. Thanks for all the
input! I guess I'll find out once I have the money for these minis (and have had my chance to check eBay). You could try the ultimate edition of Iceman; the new items released a few months back. They are maybe a tad pricey but they look great. The new tomb warriors (a type of elf) have been brought to life and are very much worth the cash. Another thing, instead of the usual dungeon tiles you
could use raw jade. Its more fitting for ancient stuff. The new mummy should also be handy. I have some of the older Iceman models that I have painted up for my own use. These are limited in number, but I know they are out there and can be bought on-line. I think the guy who sells them does them up in an anodized titanium-gray finish. He sells them on his own website and they are well worth the
$12-18 they run. I'd recommend the new "ultimate" Iceman, but the 4 so far released are special products that you 82157476af
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